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➢ pp collisions: 
- Test pQCD calculations
- Studies of fragmentation and hadronization
- Reference for p-Pb and Pb-Pb collisions

➢ p-Pb collisions: 
- Investigate shadowing 
- Study possible final state energy loss and formation of QGP 

➢ Pb-Pb collisions: 
- Heavy quark energy loss
- Hadronization mechanisms in presence of a medium
- Quarkonium dissociation and (re)combination in the medium
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Open charm and beauty meson production
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➢ Wide pT range cross section measured down to pT = 0 for D0 and D+ meson
→ NLO pQCD calculations (FONLL and GM-VFNS)  describe cross sections down to low pT
with fragmentation fractions extracted from e+e-

ALICE: arXiv:2102.13601
FONNL: JHEP 1210 (2012) 137
GM-VFNS: EPJ C72 (2012) 2082

D+ Ds
+D0



Charm and beauty fragmentation to meson
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➢ Ratio fragmentation fraction (FF) to meson with and w/o strange 
quark content similar for charm and beauty

➢ No significant dependence on energy and collision system

Charm Beauty

Andrea Dubla
arXiv:2102.13601

Fabio Catalano:
Wed 20/05
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➢ New CR Modes in PYTHIA 8  largely enhance the baryon yield 
➢ SHM+RQM enhance the baryon yield and better describe the data
➢ Catania is the model that more enhances the baryon contribution thanks to the coalescence 

approach → slightly overestimates the data

Baryon-to-meson yield ratio - Λc/D
0

Andrea Dubla

arXiv:2011.06078
arXiv:2011.06079

Jianhui Zhu:
Wed 19/05

PYTHIA: JHEP 1508 (2015) 003
SHM+RQM: PLB 795 117-121 (2019)
Catania: arXiv:2012.1200

e+e-



Ξc measurements in pp collisions
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➢ New PYTHIA CR tunes: No strangeness enhancement. 
➢ SHM+RQM: not enough baryon resonances?
➢ QCM: pure coalescence does not describe data
➢ Catania is the model that gets closer to the data 

→ fragmentation + coalescence in pp collisions?
Andrea Dubla

arXiv:2105.05187

Ξc
0,+/D0

PYTHIA: JHEP 1508 (2015) 003
SHM+RQM: PLB 795 117-121 (2019)
Catania: arXiv:2012.1200
QCM: EPJC 78 no. 4, (2018) 344

arXiv:2105.05616 
NEW

NEW



...and Ω0
c
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➢ PYTHIA 8: even with enhanced CR tunes, largely underestimate the data 
➢ Coalescence models: largest  Ω0

c enhancement, but yet don't capture the data
➢ Ω0

c/Ξ
0
c→ Sizable contribution at the LHC?

Andrea Dubla

NEW

BR(Ω0
c → π+Ω−) = (0.51 ± 0.07)% from theory calculations [Y. Hsiao et al. EPJC 80, 1066 (2020)]

Ω0
c/D
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Charm fragmentation fractions at the LHC
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arXiv:2105.06335

➢ D*+ feeds into the D0 and D+ mesons

(2 x)

NEW

➢ Charm fragmentation not universal!

Jianhui Zhu:
Wed 19/05



Charm production cross section at the LHC
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➢ First midrapidity charm production cross 
section in pp collisions at 5.02 TeV

➢ Update the charm cross section 
measurements previously published at 7 
and 2.76 TeV →  40% higher 

➢ Measurements barely compatible with 
the upper edge of the FONNL and 
NNLO calculations

STAR: Phys. Rev. D 86 (2012) 072013
PHENIX: Phys. Rev. C 84 (2011) 044905
FONLL: JHEP 1210 (2012) 137 
NNLO: D. d'Enterria: PRL 118 (2017) 122001
            S. Catani: JHEP 03 (2021) 029 

Andrea Dubla

NEW
arXiv:2105.06335
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➢ FONLL+nPDF describe non-prompt J/ψ measurement in p-Pb collisions over wide pT and y range

➢ First measurements of Λc down to pT = 0 in p-Pb collisions!
→ pQCD calculations underestimate data especially at low pT  → different FF in p-Pb wrt e+e-

➢ Λc/D
0: significant difference wrt to pp → radial flow or multiplicity dependence of hadronisation?

Andrea Dubla

Charm and beauty in p-Pb collisions
NEW

Non-prompt J/ψ

Yanchun Ding:
Wed 18/05

Λ+
c

e+e-

arXiv:2105.04957 NEW
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Nuclear modification factor of Λc and J/ψ 

➢ RpPb larger than unity for 4 < pT < 8 GeV/c → radial flow or  hadronisation?
- similarities with strange sector (CMS: Phys. Rev. C 101, 064906 (2020), ALICE: arXiv:2011.06079 )

➢ Significant suppression of Λc and J/ψ for pT < 2 GeV/c 

NEW

S. Frixione et al. JHEP 09 (2007) 126
POWLANG: JHEP 03 (2016) 123
F. Arleo  et al. JHEP 05 (2013) 155 
A. Kusina et al: PRL 121, (2018) 052004

arXiv:2105.04957

NEW
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Open charm and J/ψ RAA in Pb-Pb

J/ψ

PHSD: PRC 93 (2016) 034906
Catania: EPJC (2018) 78:348
TAMU: PRL 124 (2020) 042301
            PRC 96 (2017) 054901 
SHMc: arxiv:2104.12754

➢ Strong pT dependence for both non-strange D, strange D and J/ψ mesons 
→ similar suppression at high pT   - dominated by energy loss?
→ hint of a smaller suppression for Ds

+ for pT < 10 GeV/c attributed to the 
strangeness-rich environment of QGP 

➢ For J/ψ suppression+regeneration mechanisms describe the data 
→ regeneration dominates at low pT - stronger at midrapidity

Jonghan Park:
Wed 20/05

Ingrid Lofnes:
Thu 21/05

D
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➢ D+/D0: similar hadronization in pp and Pb-Pb for non-strange D meson
➢ Λc/D

0 ratio in heavy-ion collisions allows investigating the possible modification of the charm 
fragmentation → hint of an enhancement wrt pp via recombination with light quark in the QGP + flow 

Yield ratios in Pb-Pb

D+/D0

arXiv:2011.06078

Λ+
c/D

0
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➢ Hint for RAA(non-prompt D+
s) > RAA(prompt D+

s) → due to higher mass of the beauty quark and coalescence

➢ Non-prompt Ds
+ mesons: about 50% originate from B0

s meson decays
➢ Hint for RAA(non-prompt D+

s)/RAA(non-prompt D0) > 1 → due to enhanced production of B0
s from beauty 

hadronisation via coalescence
TAMU: PRL 124 (2020) 042301

NEW

Non-prompt D0 and Ds
+

 

Fabio Catalano:
Wed 20/05
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Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) RAA in Pb-Pb

➢ Flat suppression vs pT for Υ(1S) - recombination effects small

➢ ALICE data complement CMS results - models do not describe well the Υ(1S) trend close to y = 4
➢ Sequential suppression scenario for the bottomonium family

ALICE: arxiv:2011.05758
TAMU:  PRC 96 (2017) 054901
Hydro: Universe 2016, 2(3), 16

Ingrid Lofnes:
Thu 21/05
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J/ψ polarization in Pb-Pb

➢ Possible small transverse polarisation 
(2σ) in helicity frame at low pT with a 
flat trend vs centrality

➢ ALICE pp measurements compatible 
within uncertainties

➢ LHCb pp measurements show small 
longitudinal polarisation in helicity 
frame

ALICE: PLB 815 (2021) 136146
ALICE: EPJC 78 no. 7, (2018) 562
LHCb:  EPJC 73 no. 11, (2013) 2631

Ingrid Lofnes:
Thu 21/05
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Conclusions

➢ Precise measurements of charm cross section and charm fragmentation fractions
-  Baryon measurements reveal non-universality of hadronisation process 

➢ New measurements of Λc
+ cross section down to pT = 0 in p-Pb collisions 

- towards precise measurements of charm cross section in p-Pb

➢ Heavy-flavour pT spectra strongly suppressed in central Pb-Pb collisions 
- J/ψ regeneration dominates at low pT - stronger at midrapidity

➢ ALICE upgrade program for LHC Run 3 and 4 crucial for 
heavy flavour measurements

Felix Reidt:
Thu 19/05
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BACKUP
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Meson-to-meson yield ratios
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➢ D-meson production ratios compatible with pQCD with fragmentation fractions extracted from e+e-

➢ Ds
+/(D0+D+) larger for non-prompt than prompt D → Sensitivity to b-quark fragmentation fraction to beauty 

mesons with and without strange-quark content 

Andrea Dubla

arXiv:2102.13601

Fabio Catalano:
Wed 20/05

D+/D0

Ds
+/(D0+D+)
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➢ D+/D0: similar hadronization in pp and Pb-Pb for non-strange D meson
➢ Hint of larger Ds

+/D0 in Pb-Pb: attributed to the strangeness-rich 
environment of QGP 

Meson-to-meson yield ratio in Pb-Pb

D+/D0 Ds
+/D0
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Λc/D
0 yield ratio in Pb-Pb

➢ Λc/D
0 ratio in heavy-ion collisions allows investigating the possible modification of the charm 

fragmentation → hint of an enhancement wrt pp via recombination with light quark in the QGP

➢ The Λc/D
0 ratio is best described by models which implement heavy-quark hadronisation via 

coalescence and fragmentation in the QGP and by the SHMc
Catania: EPJC (2018) 78:348
SHMc: arxiv:2104.12754
TAMU: PRL 124 (2020) 042301
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Open charm and quarkonia v2

➢ pT dependence is similar to that for light particles 
→  D and J/ψ mesons: strongly affected by the 
surrounding medium, participate in the collective motion 
and may reach close to thermalisation

➢ e ← b also seems to flow 
➢ v2 compatible with zero for Υ(1S) 

➢ Above 6 GeV → result of energy loss as energetic partons

➢ Models describe the data with: 
→ hydrodynamic expansion 
→ interaction with the medium 
→ hadronisation via both fragmentation and coalescence

D: PLB 813 (2021) 136054
J/𝜓: JHEP 10 (2020) 141
e←b: arXiv:2005.11130  (accepted by PRL)

Υ(1S): PRL 123 (2019)192301
TAMU: PRL 124 (2020) 042301 
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➢ Measurements described 
over a wide range of energy 
by FONLL and the more 
precise NNLO calculations 

ALICE Non-prompt D: arXiv:2102.13601 

ALICE Non-prompt J/ψ: JHEP 11 (2015) 065 

ALICE b→e: PLB 721 (2013) 13-23 

ALICE Di-electrons: PRC 102 (2020) 5, 055204 

PHENIX: PRL (2009) 103, 082002 

UA1: PLB 256 (1991) 121–128 

CDF: PRL 91 (2003) 241804 

FONLL: JHEP 1210 (2012) 137 

NNLO: JHEP 03 (2021) 029 

Beauty production cross section 

Andrea Dubla
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Coherent J/ψ photoproduction cross section
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More differential....

- Pythia Mode2: Multiplicity trend 
qualitatively in line with data 

- no variation with mult in default PYTHIA8 
(Monash) 

- Enhancement observed for 
Λc/D

0 from low to high multiplicity
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Precise Lc measurements in Run2

e+e-

More precise measurements highlight a strong pT dependence (CMS reaches higher pT). 
- Low pT significantly higher than e+e-

- High pT the Λc/D
0 ratio approaches the value measured in e+e-

Comparison with forward/backward rapidity measurements (LHCb) shows some interesting trend
- All experiments agree with the picture of higher baryon-to-meson ratios with respect to e+e-

arXiv:2011.06078
arXiv:2011.06079



Similarities or accidentalities
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Comparison of the baryon-to-meson ratio in the heavy and the light sector show remarkably similar properties
- The Λc/D

0 ratio is consistent with the Λ/K0
S  both in magnitude and shape.

- Similar pT trend observed for p/𝜋.

Hadronisation mechanisms similar for light and heavy quarks? 
LHCb measurement of Λb/B

0 show also similarities in the beauty sector

LHCb, Phys. Rev. D99, (2019) 052011
arXiv:2011.06078
arXiv:2011.06079



How MC generators perform at LHC?
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The MC generators 
- PYTHIA 8 with Monash tune and colour reconnection 

tunes Eur. Phys. J. C74 no. 8, (2014) 3024 

- HERWIG 7 where hadronisation is implemented via 
clusters Eur. Phys. J. C58 (2008) 639–707

- POWHEG matched to PYTHIA 6 to generate the parton 
shower JHEP 09 (2007) 126

- GM-VFNS pQCD calculations → compute the ratios of 
the Λc and D0 cross sections with the same choice of 
pQCD scales Phys. Rev. D 101 (2020) 114021

All implement fragmentation processes tuned on charm 
production measurements in e+e− collisions, → predict a 
value of the Λc/D

0 ~ 0.1, with a very mild pT dependence.
 
Significantly underestimate the data at low pT by a factor of 
about 6-10, while at high pT the discrepancy is reduced to a 
factor of about 3.
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What's next?

➢ New silicon ITS
Run 3: ITS2 - TDR: CERN-LHCC-2013-024
Run 4: ITS3 - LOI: CERN-LHCC-2019-018
Run 5: all silicon ultra-light detector

➢ ALICE upgrade program for LHC Run 3 and 4 crucial for HF - increase collected pp and Pb-Pb 
luminosity by more than one order of magnitude 

➢ New/more precise and more differential HF 
measurements down to low pT
→ Charm/beauty mesons and baryons 
→ Run 5: multi-charm baryon production in 
heavy-ion collisions 

David Chinellato:
Wed 18/05



Any model with different assumption? 
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PYTHIA8 with String Formation beyond Leading Colour JHEP 1508 (2015) 003

- Colour reconnection mode with SU(3) topology weights + string-length minimisation.
- From junction reconnection→enhance baryons.

A dynamical “QCD-inspired” way for coalescence?

- Partons created in 
different MPIs do not 
interact

No CR Old CR New CR

- CR allowed between partons 
from different MPIs to minimize 
string length 
- used in Monash tune

- Simple model of QCD colour rules to 
determine the formation of strings 
- Minimization of the string length over 
all possible configurations 
- Include CR with MPIs and with beam 
remnants 



Any model with different assumption? 
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He and Rapp, PLB 795 117-121 (2019) 
- SHM and same FF used by FONLL, tuned on D0 ALICE data + scaling for mass.
- Feed-down from augmented set of charm-baryon states based on relativistic quark model



Coalescence in pp?
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Catania: Transport model with hadronization via coalescence+fragmentation 

Thermal spectra for light quark below 2 GeV/c
Charm quark spectrum from FONLL 
Same first excited resonances as PDG

At pT ≈ 0, a charm quark mainly hadronize via coalescence, while at high pT fragmentation becomes dominant

arXiv:2012.1200
Eur.Phys.J.C (2018) 78:348



Integrated yield ratios - model comparison
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- open charm meson ratios the PYTHIA 8 generator predictions with the different tunes are 
fairly similar and describe the measurements within uncertainty

- Significant differences in the PYTHIA 8 predictions are observed when comparing them with 
the measured baryon-to-meson ratios.
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- two hadronisation temperatures leads to small variations in the meson-to-meson ratios,  which are 
described by the model calculations →  significant variations are observed in the baryon sector.

- The additional baryon states in the RQM almost double the fraction of the ground-state Λc in the system 
relative to the PDG scenario. Ξ0

c/D
0 ratio is also observed to increase by a factor 1.3

Integrated yield ratios - model comparison
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Lc/D0 and FF in pPb

➢ First measurements of Λc down to pT = 0 in pp and p-Pb collisions!
➢ Λc/D

0: significant pT modification between pp and pPb → radial flow or multiplicity dependence of hadronisation?
➢ Relative fragmentation fractions calculated for all measured species – No significant modification between 

pp and p-Pb collisions for any species


